In order to build human cognition features into the procedure of clustering, this paper introduces a novel text clustering system, CogTCA (Cognitive Text Clustering with Ants), which (1) represents texts according to four cognitive situation dimensions in form of cognitive situation matrices and vectors rather than canonical sparse matrices of high dimensions, (2) proposes several new similarity measures among texts, and (3) implements a text clustering task as solving a combinatorial optimization problem with an encounter ant colony algorithm.
Introduction
Text clustering is an important processing task in indexing, retrieval, management and mining of abundant text data on the Web or in corporate information systems. Text clustering determines the intrinsic grouping information and partitions content relevant texts together according to similarity measures.
In the view of technology, text clustering is an unsupervised and automatic procedure of grouping text documents into clusters 1 . Clustering algorithms group a collection of texts into natural clusters. Instances in the same cluster are similar to each other and share certain properties. The results of clustering are solely based on text representation, similarity measures and clustering algorithms.
Text clustering tasks 2 with large vocabularies 3 and dispersive datasets 4 will extremely compromise the performance of clustering algorithms. Therefore, the common technique is feature selection from reduced feature dimensions 5, 6 . The absence of labels for guiding the clustering process is a prominent difficulty of feature selection in unsupervised text clustering. It is necessary to extract useful and typical features from high dimensional feature space with consideration of the clustering algorithm performance. The classical clustering algorithms include the agglomerative method 7 and the Ward's method 8, 9 . In current stage, the typical clustering algorithms applied (1) statistics and probability, e.g. word term frequency 10 , word meaning frequency 11 , and itemset frequency 12 ; (2) lexical and semantics analysis 13, 14 ; and (3) even more complicated methods, e.g. ontologies 15 , fuzzy clustering 16,17 , self-organizing maps 2, 18 and knowledge-based vector space 19 . Recent research works 15, 16, 17, 18, 19 testify that the performance of a text clustering system can be improved with computation using conceptual, semantic and knowledge-based features. On the one hand, the purpose of text clustering is to put similar text documents together efficiently to meet human interest in information searching and understanding. Therefore, it is essential to integrate human cognition features into the clustering procedure to present the cognitive process of text understanding or comprehension, which is one of the motivations of this research work.
An important function and property of the human cognitive system is the ability to extract important information out of textually described situations, which plays a vital role in human understanding. When humans read and comprehend a text or document, they try to build up a situation model 20, 21 or mental model 22 , which describes the state of affairs in human minds. The theory of situation models, connecting many aspects of cognitive philosophy, linguistics and artificial intelligence, are the focal points in this research work.
On the other hand, a well-known challenge in text clustering is handling of text data in large volume, high dimensionality and complex semantics. If we attempt applying situation models to represent texts, the hierarchical clustering task is reformulated to a task of looking for given set (please refer to Section 3 for details).
As to the choice of computation algorithm, population-based optimization algorithms, such as genetic algorithm (GA) 23 and ant colony optimization (ACO) 24 ,
have attracted a lot of attention among so many methods proposed for combinatorial optimization problems. These methods attempt to achieve better solutions by application of knowledge from previous iterations. The genetic algorithms (GA) are stochastic global search methods, which provide a means in data mining, especially in searching poorly understood and irregular spaces. The ant colony optimization (ACO) has been proposed as a meta-heuristic approach for solving hard combinatorial optimization problems 25, 26 . A typical example that an ant system is apt to is the traveling salesman problem (TSP). The basis mechanism is that ants exploit on their ground a substance called pheromone, while walking from food sources to the nest and vice versa. Ants can smell pheromone substance and, when choosing their way, they tend to choose, in probability, paths marked by strong pheromone concentrations. An important and interesting behavior of ant colonies appears to be their foraging behavior. In particular, ants are capable of finding the shortest paths between food sources and their nest without using visual cues. It has been proven in experiments that a
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Copyright: the authorscolony of ants can find shortest path employing this pheromone trail with following behaviors 24 . The computational results of Aghdam and colleagues 27 indicate that, (a) ACO algorithm achieves good enough solutions in a reasonable amount of computation time, and outperforms GA in most (9 out of 11) testing categories in the task of text feature selection.
This paper introduces a novel and effective system, CogTCA (Cognitive Text Clustering with Ants), a research effort for text clustering. Inspired by cognitive situation models, CogTCA represents texts according to four cognitive situation dimensions in form of cognitive situation matrices and vectors rather than canonical sparse matrices of high dimensions, proposes several new similarity measures among texts, and implements a text clustering task as solving a combinatorial optimization problem (to path connecting all the texts in a given set) using the encounter ant colony system (E-ACS).
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the cognitive situation models and inherent dimensions selected for text clustering. Section 3 solicits the method of converting text clustering into a traveling salesman problem. Section 4 introduces the structure of CogTCA and relevant processing details. Section 5 presents experimental results and performance evaluation. In final, Section 6 concludes this paper with concise remarks.
Cognitive Situation Models and Dimensions
The human cognitive system has the vital ability to extract important information from the textual information. After the information is extracted, how does human represent and use it for understanding? The answer is situation models 21 , which represent the mental activities of human understanding and comprehension. Many tasks based on language processing, including text clustering, are rationally annotated with the situation models 28 . In addition, the combination and comprehension of several texts and sentences can be much better explained by the theory of situation models. For examples, situation models can integrate information across sentences; the explanation of similarities in comprehension performances across modalities can only be implemented with situation models; situation models have strong influence for effects of domain expertise on comprehension 29 ; situation models can explain the cognitive procedure 30 of human multiple source learning.
Obviously, an important feature about situation models is the multidimensionality. To be specific, in a sentence, ; the spatial information;
is the subject or a noun phrase (NP) that plays the role of subject, which might involve anaphoric inference with previous sentences;
connection between text elements of sentences when situation changes; ality intentional connections among the goals of protagonists.
After examine above five dimensions, we conclude that (a) , and can be extracted at the syntactic level, (b) and ality can be perceived via analysis of predicates in sentences, as predicates take the main responsibility of information delivery in traditional English. Therefore, Activity is recruited as a complementary dimension to present predicates, the necessary doing information, in text clustering tasks. In the view of practice, the cognitive situation dimensions include Temporality, Spatiality, Protagonist, and Activity, which are implemented in CogTCA to represent texts in a concise manner. are the exchange points. This exchange operation illustrates that either A2 or B2 includes a heterogeneous point, which reduces the purity of either cluster before exchange. In order to measure the closeness and compactness of a cluster, we propose a parameter as follows to calculate the average distance between any pair of points in the cluster. Definition 1. Define the average cluster internal distance (ACID) for clusterA1 in Eq. (1) .
Here, LIOR
The shortest internal open route (SIOR) is denoted as the minimal value of these m! LIORs.
Based on definitions 1 and 2, the text clustering task is restated as (1) dividing all texts (points) of set S in Fig.2 (a) into several processed clusters (S1, S2, , Sn) in Fig.2 (b) according to designated or intrinsic dimensions ( ), (2) searching the final optimal solution that satisfies following conditions as (3d).
When the average cluster internal distance (ACID) for cluster Si (i=1,2, ,n) approaches its minimum, which indicates the most compact state of Si, the length of internal open route (LIOR) for current cluster Si simultaneously turns into the shortest internal open route (SIOR) of Si. 
Structure of CogTCA

Text representation
CogTCA is composed with seven modules (in Fig. 3 ).The phase of text representation includes modules Sentence Parsing , , and . In order to extract the four cognitive situation dimensions ( , , , and Activity described in Section 3) in an accurate manner, the cognitive interactionist sentence parser 30 is applied to parse each sentence and obtain a corresponding syntactic structure, which consists of a set of labeled links connecting pairs of words, and a constituent-tree containing conventional constituents (e.g., noun phrases, verb phrases, and prepositional phrases).
In the module of , WordNet 31 is referred to facilitate semantic analysis. As a useful tool for computational linguistics and natural language processing, WordNet groups nouns, verbs, adjectives and adverbs into distinct sets of cognitive synonyms (synsets), which are interlinked with conceptual-semantic and lexical relations. Temporality is the temporal information in each sentence. In most conditions, the temporal information contains a time-relevant noun phrase. Spatiality should satisfy two constraints: a noun phrase and location-relevance. Activity, normally identified as a verb phrase or predicate, is the dominant part of a sentence. Identification of activities relies on the extraction of verb phrases from constituent-trees. Protagonists also rely on the noun phrases, appearing mostly as subjects and partially as objects, and anaphoric inference is an unavoidable language phenomenon. The corresponding extraction algorithms are based on our previous work 32 .
A notable capability of human cognitive systems is to extract the most dominant information from textual contents. Therefore, human beings can represent the context in multiple dimensions (including central concepts in theories of situated cognition) and monitor situational information for understanding and comprehension. To simulate above cognitive features, each text is presented with a set of situation vectors, which are composed of four dimensions extracted from each sentence. A cognitive situation vector is defined in Eq. (4). 
m is the total number of sentences in a text, i is the sequence of a sentence in a text. For the i th sentence, SV i presents corresponding situation vector, P i is the subject/object information, Protagonist, A i is the Activity information, T i is the Temporality information, S i is the Spatiality information.
Based on definition 3, a text is represented with a cognitive situation matrix (CSM) in Eq. (5). A CSM (M p ) is filled with a set of situation vectors (SV p,i ), each of which is composed with cognitive situation elements, e.g. words, phrases, and clauses. Definition 4. Define a cognitive situation matrix (CSM) as
m is the total number of sentences in a text, k is total number of texts in collection D, p is a subscript to identify different texts in a collection, T presents the transpose operation.
Similarity of cognitive situation matrices
In order to compare any pair of texts, we need to define and calculate the correlation between their CSMs. (8) In Eq. (8), the correlation between any pair of CSVs is expressed and calculated in Eq. (9), which heavily relies on the semantic relations upon these cognitive dimensions.
w P , w A , w T and w S present the weights for dimension Protagonist, Activity, Temporality and Spatiality, and satisfy following conditions: 0< w P , w A , w T , w S <1, and w P +w A +w T +w S =1. The four weights are equally initialized with empiristic value 0.25, and also dynamically adjusted at the end of each main loop during the computing procedure (please refer to Algorithm-1 (3h)).
In Eq. (9), Sem(P p,i ,P q,j ) present the semantic product between P p,i and P q,j , which indicates whether P p,i and P q,j are semantically equal or not. The semantic product of P p,i and P q,j is described in Eq. (10) . If and only if P p,i and P q,j are synonyms or phrases of same meanings, they are treated lexically or semantically equal. CogDist
The value of a CogDist is inversely proportional to the Similarity, which means that the more similar two texts are, the closer they are in the cognitive semantic distance. As
Construction of an ant colony system for clustering
Based on definitions 1, 2 and 7, the best solution for the clustering a text collection D into appropriate clusters ( Traditional ant colony algorithm has advantages in computation convergence and limitations in computing speed and achieving diverse solutions 25 . To avoid these limitations, based on the encounter phenomena of ants, this paper implements an improved ant colony system, the encounter ant colony system (E-ACS) constructed as follows. Its core optimization algorithm is presented in Algorithm-1 (pseudo code). In E-ACS, when an ant has visited more than half texts, it will try to exchange information with another ant. If the sum-up of visited texts exceeds the total text number, replica texts will be eliminated to update a new list of visited texts and the pheromone trail of the edges visited by the two ants.
Suppose that m artificial ants are assigned within n texts. An artificial ant k (at text i) chooses the text j to move to among those which do not belong to its working memory N k by applying the following probabilistic formula: 
) (t ij
is the amount of pheromone trail on edge (i, j) at time t, ij is a heuristic function, which was chosen to be the inverse of the cognitive semantic distance between texts i and j, is a parameter which weighs the relative importance of pheromone trail and of closeness.
is a parameter which weighs the relative importance of the heuristic function. This formula favors those edges which are shorter and have a higher level of pheromone trail.
The pheromone trail is changed both locally and globally. Global updating is intended to reward edges belonging to shorter tours. As soon as all artificial ants have completed their tours in n texts, the best ant deposits pheromone on its visited edges. The other edges remain unchanged.
In the global trail updating formula as follows, This manner of depositing pheromone is intended to emulate the property of differential pheromone trail accumulation, which in the case of real ants was due to the interplay between the length of the path and continuity of time. where Q is a computation constant to mark the initial strength of pheromone when an ant starts a new loop, and L k is the total distance that ant k visits in a loop. In this paper, the empiristic value of Q is 36. 
Algorithm-1: The encounter ant colony system (E-ACS)
Produce clustering results
The previous computing procedure builds up a shortest internal open route connecting all texts together. The length of any edge presents the cognitive semantic distance between texts on both ends. A top-down splitting operation is required to produce the final clustering result, which depends on the required number of clusters or the threshold of diameter of each cluster. Two different splitting algorithms, number-based (NBSA) and diameter-based (DBSA), are presented as follows. In NBSA, saying N = 20, which states that the target texts are required to be divided into 20 clusters. The more clusters required, the result is more fine-grained. In DBSA, the diameter threshold D thres has direct impact on the granularity of clustering results. The shorter the diameter threshold D thres is, the more fine-grained clusters we have. NBSA is more efficient and decisive (or arbitrary sometimes), while DBSA is more practical in control of clustering granularity as implemented in this paper.
Algorithm-2:
The number-based splitting algorithm (NBSA) Begin ( 
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Experiments and evaluation
Implementation and text corpus
CogTCA is developed with Perl/Java in Windows ® 7
Ultimate / Fedora 14 using a personal computer (Dell Precision T5500, Intel ® Xeon ® Quard Core (E5620)
2.4GHz, 12GB DDR3 RDIMM, 1333MHz). The following experiments are also implemented in the same hardware and software environment.
We use Reuters-21578 33 and RCV1-v2 34 
Evaluation methods
Three metrics, Purity, F-Score and normalized mutual information (NMI) 35 , shown in Eq. (19)- (21), are used to measure the clustering performance. Purity is a simple measure, in the range of [0, 1], to compute the proportion of the documents which are correctly clustered. F-Score is a multiple evaluation method that combines recall and precision measures. A perfect clustering solution will be the one in which every cluster has a corresponding cluster containing the exactly same documents in the resulting hierarchical tree, in which case the F-Score will be one. In general, the higher the F-Score values, the better the clustering solution is. The NMI value is 1 when clustering results perfectly match the external category labels and close to 0 for a random partitioning. NMI is a better measure than entropy which is biased towards high K solutions 36, 37 . 
In these equations, relevant parameters are defined as follows. For an experimental set D, texts are labeled in C classes, each being noted as L j (1 j C). D is clustered into K clusters, each being noted as U k (1 k K) . n is the number of texts in D; n j is the number of texts in Lj; n k is the number of texts in U k ; n jk is the number of mutual texts for L j and U k . Fig.4(a)-(c) .
Experimental tracks and result analysis
(2) Clustering across domains (CAD) includes 10 scheduled experiments (identified with roman numbers: I, II, III, , X) in each of which 300 texts are selected in random from the categories across 9 domains of Reuters-21578. The experimental results are displayed in Fig.4(d)-(f) . The Ave columns indicate averages for each algorithm.
(3) Clustering with single groups (CSG) uses four hierarchical groups (CCAT, ECAT, GCAT and MCAT) of RCV1-v2. In each group, 20 thousand texts are selected randomly to conduct the test for each group 10 times. The average results is shown in Fig.5(a)-(c) . (4 The experimental result of track (1), Fig.4(a) -(c), presents that, for each algorithm in test, its performance varies on different domains, but is still not strongly domain-dependent or domain-sensitive. FT achieves lower scores than the other three (KBVSM, ConSOM and CogTCA), which could be due to FT heavily relies on term frequency, without involving other language factors, lexical or semantic. KBVSM and ConSOM are peer to peer on the measure of Purity in Fig.4(a) , so are ConSOM and CogTCA on the measure of NMI in Fig.4(c) . Overall, CogTCA scores higher than the other three reference systems on three standard measure parameters, Purity, F-Score and NMI. The experimental result of track (2), Fig.4(d)-(f) , states that, when processing mixed texts from various domains, FT still plays no better than any of other three algorithms (KBVSM, ConSOM and CogTCA). KBVSM and ConSOM still perform equally well on the measure of Purity in Fig.4(d) , which might be brought on by application of knowledge bases in form of ontologies. ConSOM and CogTCA are even matched, while the latter one performs slightly better, on both measures of F-Score and NMI in Fig.4(e)-(f) . Note that ConSOM takes an impact factor of 0.6, which has been proven as one of the best two impact factors (the other is 0.7). When comparing (a, b, c) and (d, e, f) in Fig.4 , we see that all the four algorithms achieve better evaluation score in track (2) . This phenomenon is believed due to the fact that the content deviations of single-domain sets are more prominent than those of multiple-domain sets.
The experimental result of track (3) comparing (a, b, c) and (d, e, f) in Fig.5 , once again, we see that all the four algorithms are of better performance when processing mixed texts. This phenomenon confirms that it is of more challenge to divide similar texts into subsections of finer granularity.
(ECSD), a prerequisite processing module shown as Fig.3 , plays an indispensable role of extracting four cognitive situation dimensions ( , , , and Activity ) for subsequent modules in CogTCA. The time cost of this module has direct impact on the whole clustering system. Therefore, the elapsed time (ET) is recorded as a supplementary index for each experiment when the four tracks are implemented. The average elapsed time of ECSD, shown as Fig.6 , is calculated on the basis of per hundred thousand (10 5 ) words according to domains (Reuters-21578) or groups (RCV1-v2). 
Concluding remarks
This paper emphasizes the necessity of integrating human cognitive features into text processing procedures and advantages of artificial ant systems in solving hard combinatorial optimization problems, and presents the feasibility of converting a text clustering task into a shortest path searching problem.
Subsequently, this paper introduces a new text clustering
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Copyright: the authorssystem, CogTCA, which represents a text in the form of cognitive situation matrix and searches for the shortest internal open routes with an optimized approach, the encounter ant colony system, within a set of texts. The final clustering result is delivered in a top-down splitting manner based on either number or diameter of expected clusters.
CogTCA condenses the cognitive situation models into four dimensions, which makes the computation with cognitive features applicable and practical. CogTCA processes texts at syntactical and semantic levels and complements research works heavily relying on statistics and probability.
CogTCA is examined with elaborately designed experimental tracks involving a broad range of sufficient texts of Reuters-21578 and RCV1-v2. The experimental results have testified the performance and effectiveness of CogTCA. The future research work will focus on the elevation of metrics in performance evaluation and the domain sensitivity of texts. Meanwhile, text processing always faces linguistic uncertainty in lexicology and semantics. The integration of solutions for linguistic uncertainty (Entropy, Fuzziness and Ambiguity 39 ) into E-ACS is another potential research interest in no time. 
